
In the midst of a progressing shortage of workers in the U.S. health care industry, Mercer’s 2021 Healthcare Labor 
Market Analysis projects that if U.S. workforce trends continue “more than 6.5 million health care professionals 
will permanently leave their positions by 2026, while only 1.9 million will step in to replace them.” Investing in the 
educational development of the next generation of practitioners is among one of the most important and 
significant steps that employers can take to combat the current staffing crisis in the U.S. 
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Learn more at lemoyne.edu/preceptor

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDIES
PRECEPTOR QUICK FACTS

BENEFITS

“Some people will tell you having PA students can slow you down.  
I work in an extremely busy urgent care which has seen numbers 
double and even triple at times, so I actually use PA students to help 
me be more efficient. They’re very valuable in obtaining histories 
and performing procedures such as suturing, so if they’re used 
correctly, they can help with efficiency.”

- Le Moyne Preceptor

	Recruit talented Le Moyne 
graduates to your organization

	Receive invitations to  
professional development  
programs and networking 
events

	Become eligible for CME  
depending on professional  
affiliation

	Bring new energy and  
enthusiasm to an organization

	Address the national health 
care employee shortage

	Access free training modules 
to support your success as a 
preceptor

	Work together toward the 
common good

DID YOU KNOW?  
LE MOYNE PA STUDENTS…

	Carry malpractice insurance
	Can document or dictate  

appropriate notes to be reviewed 
and verified by the preceptor

	Can interview patients and  
obtain medical history

	Can perform physical  
examinations and various  
procedures

	Apply evidence-based medicine  
to patient care

STEPS
1. Complete New Preceptor Form
2. Undergo site review from Le Moyne College team
3. Establish affiliation agreement
4. Accept your first student
5. Annually sign up for preferred rotation dates

lemoyne.edu/pa>


